
Phonetic reduction and categorisation in exemplar-based representation
Observations on a Dutch discourse marker

Leendert Plug

This paper explores the division of labour between the lexicon and phonetic implementation in
exemplar-based phonological representation on the basis of a case study of reduction patterns
associated with the Dutch discourse markereigenlijk. A partial lexical representation ofeigen-
lijk is proposed, in which reference is made to pragmatic and syntactic categories. The analysis
is evaluated in comparison with previous accounts of similar reduction patterns.

1. Introduction

The notion that performance factors play a role in shaping phonological representations has
long been controversial. In speech perception models basedon traditional generative phonology
(Chomsky & Halle 1968), establishing phonological forms from phonetic input is assumed to
involve a great deal of filtering, leaving only non-redundant linguistic information to be stored
in the lexicon (Halle 1997). Resistance to this position has recently gained impetus through
the development in the field of psychology of an approach to lexical representation that ex-
plicitly rejects the traditional dichotomy between linguistic and extra-linguistic information in
the speech signal. In this approach, commonly known as ‘exemplar-based’ (see the papers in
Johnson & Mullennix 1997, as well asBybee 2001andPierrehumbert 2001a; 2002; 2003), the
memory encodes specific episodes of speech with a minimal amount of filtering. These episodes
are segmented and the segments categorised — with referenceto linguistic and extra-linguistic
information — according to their phonetic similarity to existing lexical items. Rather than a
list matching morphological units to single phonological forms, an exemplar-based lexicon is
a ‘multi-entry’ network of category labels, each associated with a set of remembered tokens of
the category; these remembered tokens are the ‘exemplars’ that give the approach its name.

The idea that the lexicon is composed not of minimally redundant, abstract representations,
but of concrete memory traces of stretches of speech allows straightforward accounts of exper-
imental findings that are difficult to explain under abstractionist assumptions, including the im-
pact of extra-linguistic knowledge on performance in linguistic tasks (seeLachs et al. 2002for
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an overview) and frequency effects on well-formedness judgements (Coleman & Pierrehumbert
1997, Frisch et al. 2000, Hay et al. 2003). In addition, it has major implications for the phono-
logical treatment of phonetic variation. Under an exemplar-based view, variation is an integral
part of lexical representation, rather than something thatis generated in production and ab-
stracted away from in perception. As such, an exemplar-based approach ‘dispenses with the
non-invariance “problem” at a stroke’ (Docherty & Foulkes 2000:119).

1.1. Phonetic reduction

Still, even though non-invariance is considered unproblematic in this approach, the underlying
question remains of what the relationship between stored and produced forms is. This question
is particularly pertinent in the phonological treatment ofphonetic reduction patterns. In much
of the literature, reduction is considered to be primarily physiologically driven; it results from
a general tendency of speakers to minimise articulatory effort, and occurs when speakers are
under relatively few constraints to articulate clearly (Lindblom 1990, Kohler 1991). A recent
example of this approach, in the framework of Optimality Theory, isKirchner(2001): through
the introduction of a family of effort-minimising constraints into the grammar, Kirchner allows
any apparent instance of reduction to be explained in physiological terms. Some researchers,
however, have questioned the explanatory adequacy of this approach. In particular,Simpson
(2001) describes a recurrent phonetic pattern involving severalapparent instances of segmen-
tal reduction associated with a particular grammatical structure in English. He argues that an
account in terms of effort minimisation misses the point that through its distribution, the pat-
tern carries grammatical information. In his own account, the phonetic pattern is phonologically
represented as a template associated with the grammatical category.

The question here is what constitutes an input form in speechprocessing. If it is assumed
that the input form of a stretch of speech is its citation form, as in most of the literature on
reduction, any observed form that deviates from the citation form can be accounted for in terms
of physiological constraints. If, on the other hand, it is assumed that apparently reduced forms
are possible inputs in speech processing, because the contextual distribution of phonetic pat-
terns forms the basis of their underlying representation, physiological tendencies such as effort
minimisation play a much less prominent role in accounting for the patterns.

In an exemplar-based approach, any stored form can in principle be an input form in pro-
cessing; citation forms have noa priori phonological status. Moreover, through their labels,
exemplar sets are related directly to information at multiple levels of structure; for example, ‘a
recollection of the phraseSupper’s ready!could be labelled “Mom” and “female speech”, in
addition to exemplifying the words and phonemes in the phrase’ (Pierrehumbert 2001a:140).
These characteristics would suggest a great potential for developing representations of the type
thatSimpson(2001) describes. At the same time, however, an exemplar-based model of speech
processing must contain a phonetic implementation procedure for mapping perceptual exem-
plars onto motor commands in production. In this procedure,physiological tendencies such
as effort minimisation may well play a role. So far, proponents of exemplar-based represen-
tation have discussed reduction patterns in terms of this phonetic implementation procedure;
Bybee (2001) treats reduction patterns as ‘automation’ effects of repeated production, and
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Pierrehumbert(2001a:147) models diachronic lenition processes using a ‘systematic produc-
tion bias’, by which stored exemplars are produced slightlyreduced, resulting in shifts over
time towards exemplar sets in which more reduced are increasingly frequent. As such, the po-
tential of exemplar-based models for representing (synchronic) patterns of variation in terms of
lexical categorisation, and the general issue of the division of labour between lexical represen-
tation and phonetic implementation in an exemplar-based approach remain largely unexplored.
This issue is the general topic of this paper.

1.2. Word form variation and categorisation

In her exemplar-based account of lenition processes,Pierrehumbert(2001a:145) states that ‘we
will not attempt to model the deeper causes which may figure inthe choice amongst possible
exemplars’. This paper discusses some of these ‘deeper causes’; in particular, those which may
figure in the choice amongst possible exemplars of a single word-level category.

It is well-known that some words are associated with multiple phonetic forms that occur in
distinct contexts; these are sometimes called strong and weak forms. Some previous work on
strong and weak forms seems amenable to interpretation in terms of subcategorised exemplar
sets in a multi-entry lexicon. For example,Ogden(1999) proposes an analysis of strong and
weak auxiliaries in English in the framework of DeclarativePhonology. Instead of deriving
various forms from a single representation, such as [hav], [h�v], [�v] and [v] from /hav/, Ogden
treats the forms as exponents of distinct subtypes of the type V[AUX ]. His account is similar
to that ofKaisse(1985), who analyses strong and weak forms of auxiliaries as separate lexical
items; however, Ogden’s declarative formalism allows him to index the close relation between
the various forms of the verb through shared structure, so that their commonalities are reflected
in their representations. This is broadly compatible with an exemplar-based account in which
exemplars of the grammatical categoryHAVE are organised into labelled subsets on the basis of
differences in distribution, as represented informally inFigure1.

HAVE

/hav/

exemplar set

/h�v/

exemplar set

/�v/

exemplar set

/v/

exemplar set

Figure 1: Strong and weak forms ofhave, following Ogden(1999)

Among the factors that determine the distribution of strongand weak forms are syntactic and
pragmatic factors. For example, it has long been noted that English that is associated with
different ranges of variation depending on its syntactic status as a pronoun (as inThat’s nice) or
complementiser (as inI know that I’m right) (e.g.Berkenfield 2001; seeJurafsky et al. 2002for
similar examples). Moreover,Local (2003:326–328) observes that whenI think is used as an
interactional ‘hedge’, as inthey should be here by the time you come out next weekend I think, it
is often phonetically reduced to an extent that is not commonly observed when it has what Local
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calls ‘lexical meaning’, as inI think that’s interesting(cf. Scheibman 2000on I don’t know).
On the basis of these findings,Local (2003:326) suggests that ‘Such phonetic discriminability
of forms prompts the questions of whether “form” and “function” may be rather more closely
linked than is usually thought, and of the uses that may be made of this link by the perceptual
system’.

This paper suggests how we might begin to address these questions in an exemplar-based
approach to phonological representation, on the basis of a case study of a complex pattern of
phonetic variation, involving various degrees of reduction, associated with the Dutch discourse
markereigenlijk, in which both syntactic and pragmatic factors play a role. The case study is
presented in Section2. Section3 sketches an account of the empirical observations in the repre-
sentational framework developed byBybee(2001) andPierrehumbert(2001a; 2002; 2003), and
Section4 evaluates the account in comparison with previous work on similar reduction patterns.

2. Observations on eigenlijk

This section presents results of an investigation into the distribution of phonetic forms asso-
ciated with the Dutch discourse markereigenlijk, variously glossed as ‘actually’, ‘in fact’ and
‘now that I’m thinking about it’ (Ernestus 2000, Kemps et al. 2004, Mazeland 2004). The ob-
servations presented here are based on a selection from a corpus of ‘casual’ Dutch designed
and recorded by Mirjam Ernestus between 1995 and 1996 (Ernestus 2000). The corpus contains
speech by ten pairs of male speakers of Standard Dutch, mostly pairs of friends or colleagues,
involved in several tasks. Recordings were made in a professional recording studio. The selected
material comprises informal interviews which Ernestus undertook with each of the pairs, and
one-to-one conversations between the two members of each pair on a range of topics — some
suggested by Ernestus, others offered spontaneously. Thisdata set amounts to approximately
10 hours of speech and contains 269 tokens ofeigenlijk.

As pointed out byErnestus(2000:140–141),eigenlijk is associated with considerable varia-
tion in phonetic form, both between speakers and within the speech of individuals. She presents
the list of variants in (1), based on observations on over 400 tokens in a corpus including the
data set used in the present study.

(1) ["PEix�l�k], [ "PEixl�k], [ "PEixlk], [ "PEix�k], [ "PEixk], [ "PEik]

These transcriptions are evidently rather broad, but they accurately reflect that the range of
variation with whicheigenlijk is associated encompasses phonetically trisyllabic formsof the
broad shape ["PEix�l�k], disyllabic forms of the shapes ["PEixl�k], [ "PEixlk] and ["PEix�k], and
monosyllabic forms of the shapes ["PEixk] and ["PEik]. The more detailed transcriptions in Table
1, made by myself on the basis of repeated listening and concurrent inspection of waveforms
and spectrograms, show that the variation is not due only to preferences of individual speakers
for a particular phonetic shape: these speakers use forms ateither ends of Ernestus’ ‘reduction
continuum’.1

The design of the Ernestus corpus controls for a number of factors that may be expected to
have an impact on the variation: in particular gender (all speakers are male), age (most are in

1This is not to say that such preferences are not observed; seeSection4.
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C J N T[Pææ�x	� l&7g℄ [E�E	x� l&�k℄ [E	xl�7�k℄ [æ�E	�e	�xGl7�k℄[aî℄ [E�3k��w℄ [aG�k℄ [aGx�℄
Table 1: Some attested forms ofeigenlijkfor speakers C, J, N and T

their thirties or forties), and social and regional background (all are highly educated and speak
a variety of Dutch without strong regional characteristics). In the remainder of this section I
will show that other factors can be distinguished; in particular, some of the phonetic variation
associated witheigenlijk can be accounted for with reference to its pragmatic function and
syntactic placement, and to general phonetic features of the utterances it occurs in. I focus on
three particular pragmatic contexts in whicheigenlijk is routinely used. These are described in
the next subsection.

2.1. Three pragmatic contexts

From a semantic perspective, most tokens ofeigenlijk in the data set mark some kind of con-
trast; in this respect, it is indeed similar to Englishactually, which often carries ‘counterfac-
tual’ meaning (Clift 2001). 2 From a pragmatic perspective, we can distinguish a number of
more specific contexts, or sequence types, in which speakersroutinely useeigenlijk. I describe
three here,3 using the analytic terminology of Conversation Analysis (Sacks 1992, Drew 2004):
sequences in which a contradiction or paradox is described (2.1.1), sequences in which an ex-
tended turn is closed prematurely or a multi-turn project abandoned (2.1.2), and sequences in
which an elicitation is followed by a dispreferred response(2.1.3).

2.1.1. Describing a contradiction or paradox

An example of the first sequence type is given in (2), taken from Ernestus’ interview data. Prior
to this fragment, T has been asked where he has lived after secondary school. In this fragment
he explains why this is a difficult question for him to answer.

(2) Ernestus/Interview/S–T/14

T: (dus) ik ben eh gaan varen, .hh toen was ik1
so I am er to-go sailing then was I
So I went er, sailing. At that time I was
al vrij veel van huis af dus eh wja toen .hh2
already quite much from home away so er well then
already away from home quite a lot so er, well, at the time—

2Eigenlijk also occurs in a number of contexts in which neitheractuallynor in fact would seem appropriate,
as the gloss ‘now that I think about it’ (Ernestus 2000:141) would suggest. These are not further discussed here; in
the examples below, ‘actually’ will do as a gloss.

3In other words, the account offered below ispartial, covering about 25% of the tokens ofeigenlijk in the data
set.
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officieel was ik ingeschreven in eh- in vinkenveen:3
officially was I registered in er in Vinkenveen
officially I was registered in er, in Vinkeveen
m:aar: ik woonde eigenlijk overal4
but I lived everywhere
but I actually lived all over the place

T’s response to the inquiry about his whereabouts after secondary school is less than straight-
forward because as a shipper he was permanently travelling,despite being a registered resident
in Vinkeveen. The contrast between his official and actual residence is made explicit in two
turn construction units (TCUs, seeFord & Thompson 1996, Schegloff 1996) linked bym:aar:,
with eigenlijk in the second TCU. The second TCU,ik woonde eigenlijk overal, functions as a
refinement of the first;officieel was ik ingeschreven in eh- in vinkenveen:alone may occasion
the incorrect inference that T lived in Vinkeveen. Notice, however, that the second TCU does
not negate the first; both TCUs are presented as conveying accurate information, although the
two pieces of information can be treated as paradoxical.

The data set contains 31 clear instances of this sequence type. In many of these,eigenlijk
occurs in a TCU linked to a preceding or following TCU bymaar ‘but’ or terwijl ‘while’,
although examples with different structures are also found. One is partially represented in (3).
L reports an assessment of a new local express tram.

(3) Ernestus/Interview/K–L/65

L: die die sneltram in buitenveldert waarvan dan1
that that express-tram in Buitenveldert of-which then
that, that express tram in Buitenveldert of which people
gezegd wordt van ja .hhh ‘t is eigenlijk een trei:n2
said is like well it is a train
say well, it’s actually a train

The contrast here is between the vehicle’s official status — atype of tram — and its perceived
status in terms of size, speed etc. — more like a train. Note that thiscould be rendered as a
construction with ‘but’ or ‘while’: e.g. ‘It’s called a tram, but it’s actually a train’.

2.1.2. Closing an extended turn or abandoning a multi-turn activity

An example of the second sequence type is given in (4). Prior to this fragment, K has claimed
thatbijna iedereen‘almost everyone’ of his work colleagues plays a musical instrument.

(4) Ernestus/Roleplay/K–L/316

K: eh:: (0.3) .hh ((name)) speelt piano1
er plays piano
Er, ((name)) plays the piano,
.
((Several lines omitted, in which K mentions other colleagues and
the musical instruments they play))
.
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((name)) (eh be)speelt eh: cello,2
er plays er cello

((name)) er plays er cello,
en voor de rest weet ik het eigenlijk niet maar3
and for the rest know I it not but
and for the rest I don’t know actually, but,
.hh d’r zitten aardig wat muzikale mensen4

there sit quite some musical people
there are quite a few musical people there.

In line 1 K initiates a list of colleagues and their musical skills. Hecloses the list in line3, with
the claim that of the colleagues that he has not mentioned, hedoes not know if they are musical
or not. This closing seems premature: firstly, the final-risepitch contour associated with line
2 projects a further list item (seeCaspers 1998; 2003); and secondly, in line4, K downgrades
his earlier claim that ‘almost everyone’ plays an instrument to the claim he has ‘quite a few’
musical colleagues. This revision can be related to an incongruence between the strength of K’s
initial claim and the small size of the list he has managed to come up with (cf.Drew 2003on
exaggeration in interaction). In a similar example, speaker A is asked to list TV programs he
regularly watches. After three items he projects a fourth with en: eh:: ‘and er’, only to close the
list with a TCU containingeigenlijk:

(5) Ernestus/Interview/A–B/25

A: .mmm ja eigenlijk is dat het wel zo’n beetje1
well is that it DM such-a bit

and er, well, that’s pretty much it actually

In several others, the TCU witheigenlijkabandons an activity pursued over multiple turns. For
example, in the case of (6), H is being teased by his co-participants. He has repeatedly started
up turns withnee, projecting disagreement (cf.Drew 1987on ‘po-faced’ receipts of teases), but
his turns have been interrupted by further teasing.

(6) Ernestus/Interview/D–H/46

H: nee (.) dat eh: (2.3) nee eh: (d-) ehhh[ehe1
no that er no er
No, that er, no er, ((starts laughing))

D: [((chuckling))2
H: laat ook eigenlijk maar zitten3

let DM DM sit
Actually, forget it.

Here H again projects disagreement withnee(line 1), but, at incoming laughter by D, abandons
the activity of challenging the teases with a TCU containingeigenlijk (line 3). In doing so, H
displays a reversal of his stance towards the teasing; whilethe sequence-so-far has suggested
that H strongly disagrees with the teasing, the TCU witheigenlijkmarks the issue as not worth
pursuing.

The data set contains 15 clear instances of this sequence type. These are different from those
described in Section2.1.1 in interactional terms. In the examples in Section2.1.1, eigenlijk
is associated with the description of two states of affairs that are in some way contradictory
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or paradoxical. In interactional terms, the TCU witheigenlijk pre-empts possible problems of
interpretation. As indicated above, this is achieved through a refinement rather than a correction
of aspects of the surrounding talk. In examples such as (4) to (6), on the other hand, the TCU
with eigenlijk marks an aspect of the same speaker’s prior talk — a claim, a projection of
further talk of a particular kind, a stance towards an activity — as inaccurate or unmotivated.
As such, this second sequence type can be seen as an instantiation of the general practice of
(self-initiated) self-repair (Schegloff et al. 1977, Schegloff 1997).

2.1.3. Dispreferred response

An example of the third sequence type is given in (7).

(7) Ernestus/One-to-one/C–E/150

E: heb je verder nog wat gedaan van de week1
have you further still something done of the week
Have you done anything else this week?
(0.5)2

C: eh:m d- j:::a wat heb ik gedaan (0.5) wat heb ik gedaan3
erm well what have I done what have I done
Erm, well, what have I done, what have I done?
(0.8) nou niet veel ei[genlijk4

well not much
Well, not much actually

E: [nee:?5
no

No?
C: nee de dagelijkse routine: afgedraaid6

no the daily routine taken-care-of
No, taken care of the daily routine.

E’s inquiry in line 1 serves as an invitation for C to offer a topic for further discussion. C’s
response is treatable as inadequate in thatniet veel(line 4) does not offer an obvious candidate
topic — and by rephrasingniet veeltode dagelijkse routine afgedraaid(line6) C only reinforces
the non-newsworthiness of his alleged activities. His response is indeed treated as inadequate
by E, who following this fragment launches a new topic (data not shown).

C displays an orientation to the fact that his turn is treatable as an inadequate response in the
design of the turn: it contains several features of a dispreferred turn type (seePomerantz 1984,
Schegloff 1988).4 Most notably, C’s response is delayed, it contains a variantof ‘er’ and a cut-off
(eh:m d-in line 3), and the TCU witheigenlijk is prefaced bynou ‘well’ (see Mazeland 2004).
This is a recurrent pattern, as can be seen in (8) and (9). In (8), P’s claim of lack of knowledge in
line 3, which denies the grounds on which to offer a fitted ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response to O’s inquiry
in line 1, follows a considerable pause. In (9), J’s claim of a lack of strong opinion in line3,
which again denies the grounds on which to offer the type of response that the co-participant’s

4Notice that ‘dispreferred’ is a structural notion, not a psychological one. That is, it refers to a set of turn design
features, rather than the participants’ presumed stance towards what is conveyed in the turns. See in particular
Schegloff(1988) for discussion of this point.
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turn is designed to elicit — in this case an agreement or a disagreement — contains long pauses
and a cut-off (i-, line 3), and starts withnou ja ‘well’.

(8) Ernestus/One-to-one/O–P/1119

O: en daar zit nu ook de hele familie weer bij? of niet1
and there sits now also the whole family again with or not
and again the whole family is with him, or not?
(0.5)2

P: weet ik niet eigenlijk3
know I not
I don’t know actually.

(9) Ernestus/One-to-one/J–R/07

R: afijn ik: merk dat jij het helemaal1
anyway I notice that you it completely
Anyway, I notice that you’re entirely
met mij eens ben, hh[aha2
with me agreed are
in agreement with me ((laughs))

J: [n:ou ja ik (1.0) i- (.) ik heb3
well I I have

Well, I—I don’t have
er niet zo’n uitgesproken mening over eigenlijk4
there not such-an outspoken opinion about
a very outspoken opinion on this actually.

The data set contains 16 clear instances of this sequence type. These are interactionally different
from those described in Sections2.1.1 and 2.1.2 in that here, in providing a response to an
elicitation that is treatable as inadequatethe TCU witheigenlijk runs counter to assumptions
underlying — and thus inferrable from — theco-participant’sprior turn.

2.2. Syntactic placement

Before we return to the phonetics ofeigenlijk, an observation can be made on its syntactic
placement in the sequence types described in Section2.1. Like actually in English,eigenlijk
can be placed in various positions in the clause. It has been shown that in the case ofactually,
‘Syntactic alternatives . . . are found to be selected by reference to interactional exigencies’
(Clift 2001:245); that is, it recurrently occurs in similar positions in similar pragmatic contexts.
The details of the patterns do not concern us here, but the present investigation suggests that
the placement ofeigenlijk, too, is related to the sequence type it occurs in. With respect to the
sequence types discussed above, the patterns are as follows.

In sequences describing a contradiction or paradox, described in Section2.1.1, eigenlijk
overwhelmingly occurs in clause-medial position. In the case of (2), an alternative structure
of the clause witheigenlijk would bemaar eigenlijk woonde ik overal, with eigenlijk directly
following the conjunctionmaar, or maar ik woonde overal eigenlijkwith eigenlijk in final po-
sition. All of these structures are strictly speaking grammatical, but those witheigenlijk in final
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position are not attested in the 31 examples of this sequencetype. Similarly, in sequences of
the type described in Section2.1.2eigenlijkmainly occurs in clause-medial position. In the 16
fragments of this type in the data set, no clause- or turn-final tokens ofeigenlijkare found.

In the dispreferred-response sequences described in Section 2.1.3, on the other hand,eigen-
lijk recurrently appears in clause-final position: recallnou niet veel eigenlijkin (7), weet ik niet
eigenlijk in (8) andik heb er niet zo’n uitgesproken mening over eigenlijkin (9): all are clause-
final (and turn-final), and in all three cases at least one alternative placement ofeigenlijkwould
result in a grammatical structure: e.g.nou eigenlijk niet veel, weet ik eigenlijk nietandik heb er
eigenlijk niet zo’n uitgesproken mening over. In fact, Mazeland(2003:111–112) suggests that
in the context of a dispreferred response,eigenlijk“typically” occurs in final position in the turn
or TCU — and thus, in most cases, in the clause (cf.Ford & Thompson 1996). The present data
set does not confirm this: five clause-final tokens ofeigenlijkare found in 16 fragments. Still,
the fact that clause-final tokens ofeigenlijk only occur in one of the three contexts described
here does confirm that the syntactic placement ofeigenlijk is to some extent constrained by the
pragmatic context it is employed in.

2.3. The distribution of phonetic variants

Having established thateigenlijkis used in interactionally distinct pragmatic contexts andthat in
these contexts it occurs in different ranges of syntactic positions, we now return to the phonetics
of eigenlijk. The six broad phonetic shapes ofeigenlijktranscribed byErnestus(2000:140–141)
are repeated in (10).

(10) ["PEix�l�k], [ "PEixl�k], [ "PEixlk], [ "PEix�k], [ "PEixk], [ "PEik]

With respect to the distribution of variants of these broad shapes across the three pragmatic
contexts described in Section2.1, the following patterns can be noted. In the 31 sequences
describing a contradiction or paradox, a wide range of formsof eigenlijk are observed; to be
more precise, forms of all of the shapes in (10) except the broad shape ["PEix�l�k], with three
delimitable vowel portions. Figure2 presents segmented spectrograms and waveforms of two
tokens ofeigenlijk in this context; one of the broad shape ["PEixlk], attested in (2), and one of
the broad shape ["PEixk], attested in another sequence of this type in the data set.

In the 15 sequences in which the TCU witheigenlijkmarks the closure of an extended turn
or the abandonment of a project pursued over multiple prior turns, the range of variation in the
overall shape ofeigenlijkis very different: 14 out of the 15 forms are of the broad shapes ["PEixk]
or ["PEik]; the remaining one has the broad shape ["PEix�k]. In other words, this context appears
to ‘favour’ relatively reduced forms ofeigenlijk. Figure3 presents segmented spectrograms and
waveforms of two tokens ofeigenlijk in this context: one of the broad shape ["PEik], attested in
(4), and one of the broad shape ["PEixk], attested in (5).

In the 16 dispreferred-response sequences the range of variation is different still. In this
context, the majority of forms (12 out of 16) has at least two vowel portions and a lateral
portion, and five ‘canonical’ forms, which are not attested in the other two contexts, are attested
here. That is, most of the forms in this context are of the shapes ["PEix�l�k], [ "PEixl�k] and
["PEixlk]. Figure4 presents segmented spectrograms and waveforms of two tokens of eigenlijk
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Figure 2: Segmented spectrograms and waveforms of two tokens ofeigenlijkin a turn describing
a contradiction or paradox; that in (2) above on the left
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(b) [a�æxx�℄; 1 vowel, 2 dorsal frication, 3 dorsal near-
closure

Figure 3: Segmented spectrograms and waveforms of two tokens of eigenlijk in a TCU closing
an extended turn or abandoning a multi-turn activity: that in (4) above (left), and that in (5)
above (right)

in this context: one of the broad shape ["PEix�l�k], attested in (7), and one of the broad shape
["PEixl�k], attested in (8).

Recall that in dispreferred-response sequences, the syntactic placement ofeigenlijk is more
variable than in the other two sequence types described here, with eigenlijkoccurring in clause-
and turn-final as well as initial and medial positions. Interestingly, of the five ‘canonical’ forms
attested in this context, four are clause- and turn-final. Moreover, the remaining turn-final form
in this context is P’s[E�E�Xl�k℄, which, if not exactly ‘canonical’ in shape, is not far removed
from it either. These observations suggest that the syntactic placement ofeigenlijk, especially
in terms of its position in the turn, constrains its phoneticform, with turn-final tokens display-
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(a) [æEX�l�k℄: 1 vowel, 2 dorsal frication, 3 vowel, 4 lat-
eral, 5 vowel, 6 dorsal closure
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(b) [E�E�Xl�k℄: 1 vowel, 2 dorsal frication, 3 lateral, 4
vowel, 5 dorsal plosion

Figure 4: Segmented spectrograms and waveforms of two tokens of eigenlijk in a TCU closing
an extended turn or abandoning a multi-turn activity: that in (7) above (left), and that in (8)
above (right)

ing a narrower range of variation than turn-medial ones. A consideration of the entire data set
confirms this: in turn-final position, only forms of the broadshapes ["PEix�l�k], [ "PEixl�k] and
["PEixlk] are attested — that is, only trisyllabic and disyllabic forms with a lateral portion.5 The
pattern observed here, then, involves an interaction between pragmatic context, syntactic struc-
ture and phonetic form: certain pragmatic contexts favour certain syntactic structures, which are
associated with particular ranges of phonetic variation.

2.4. Wider phonetic patterns

The patterns in the phonetic variation ofeigenlijkoutlined in Section2.3are significant in their
own right, but a more detailed consideration of the sequencetypes in whicheigenlijk occurs
suggests that they are part of wider phonetic patterns. In sequences describing a contradiction
or paradox, the TCUs witheigenlijk do not appear to have recurrent phonetic characteristics.
The 15 TCUs witheigenlijk which mark the closure of an extended turn or the abandonment
of an activity pursued over multiple prior turns, however, are noticeably similar: all are fast
relative to the prior TCUs, and most contain examples of ‘reduction’ phenomena throughout.
By contrast, most of the dispreferred responses witheigenlijk are relatively slow and contain
more ‘canonical’ phonetic forms throughout.

As an illustration of this difference, consider the transcriptions in (11) and (12), which cor-
respond to examples (4) to (6) and (7) to (9), respectively.

5Ernestus’ (2000: 143) observation that ‘the subjects generally realize the suffix /l�k/ as [k] only in the middle
of Intonational Phrases’ may be along the same lines. A consideration of the mapping between turn and Intonation
Phrase is beyond the scope of this paper, but the present investigation suggests that the distinctionfinalvs.non-final
is more significant thanmedialvs.non-medial: in turn-initial (and thus IP-initial) position, forms such as[aGk℄ are
attested.
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(11) a. en voor de rest weet ik het eigenlijk niet maar[��fOR�:s"f�E�kd:E�k^nit^ma�Ä℄
b. ja eigenlijk is dat het wel zo’n beetje[ja�æxx�"IsAdz�VEl�s�8mbe�e�C℄
c. laat ook eigenlijk maar zitten[la	t8gE�e��k^m5�"sI�th℄

(12) a. nou niet veel eigenlijk[na	8nit"fe�e l&æEX�l�k℄
b. weet ik niet eigenlijk["Vee�tIk^nitE�E�Xl�k℄
c. ik heb er niet zo’n uitgesproken mening over eigenlijk[PIkEp�n	YtsUn÷	8tX"spRok�me	n�INo�vóE��Ex�l�k℄

The stretches in (11), all of which are TCUs which mark the closure of an extended turn or
the abandonment of an activity pursued over multiple prior turns, are characterised by various
reduction phenomena. For example, in (11a), a segmented spectrogram and waveform of which
is given in Figure5, voor de restis not associated with three syllables, but with two:[fOR�:s℄;
moreover,rest does not end in alveolar closure. Similarly,weet ikis associated with a mono-
syllabic form:[f�E�k℄; and the final alveolar closure inniet is unreleased due to the early onset
of bilabial closure. In (11b), dat is not associated with initial plosion, the lateral gesturefor
wel is noticeably open, andbeetjelacks a second vowel portion. In (11c), the transition from
ook to eigenlijk is fully voiced, andzittenlacks a second vowel portion. The mean articulation
rate across these stretches is 10.2 sylls/sec, as shown in Table 2, and in each case the stretch is
noticeably fast with respect to prior TCUs: as seen in (4) to (6), each of the TCUs witheigenlijk
is preceded by a stretch of speech containing regular pausesand ‘stretched’ segments.
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Figure 5: Segmented spectrogram and waveform of the stretchin (11a)
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Figure 6: Segmented spectrogram and waveform of the stretchin (12b)

The stretches in (12), all of which are part of dispreferred responses, are phonetically much
closer to ‘canonical’. Notice, for example, that the end ofniet is marked by voiceless alveolar
plosion in all three stretches, despite the potential for loss of release, voicing or deletion in
these phonetic contexts. Notice also that whileweet ikis associated with one syllable in (11a),
in (12b), a segmented spectrogram and waveform of which is given in Figure6, it is associated
with two, separated by a tight alveolar closure:[Vee�tIk^℄. The mean articulation rate across these
stretches is 6.3 sylls/sec, as seen in Table2, and in each case the response turn is slower than
that of the prior elicitation. In the case of (12a), the elicitation —maar heb je verder nog wat
gedaan van de week, see line1 in (7) above — has a rate of 8.6 sylls/sec; in the case of (12b)
— en daar zit nu ook de hele familie weer bij of niet, see line1 in (8) above — 9.7 sylls/sec.
In the case of (12c) — ik: merk dat jij het helemaal met mij eens ben, see lines1 and2 in (9)
above — the sound stretch onik disrupts the rhythm of the elicitation turn. The response is
noticeably slower thandat jij het helemaal met mij eens ben, for which an articulation rate of
7.6 is measured.

Closing an extended turn or Dispreferred response
abandoning a multi-turn activity

Stretch Rate Stretch Rate
en voor de rest weet ik het eigenlijk niet maar 13.2 nou niet veel eigenlijk 5.7
ja eigenlijk is dat het wel zo’n beetje 8.3 weet ik niet eigenlijk 6.8
laat ook eigenlijk maar zitten 9.0 ik heb er niet zo’n uitgesproken mening over eigenlijk 6.3
Mean 10.2 Mean 6.3

Table 2: Articulation rate measurements for the stretches in (11) (left) and (12) (right), calcu-
lated by dividing the number of syllables in a canonical rendering of the stretch by its observed
duration
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2.5. Summary: Observations on eigenlijk

This section has shown that a consideration of the pragmatics and syntax ofeigenlijk offers
useful insights into the distribution of its phonetic variants, in that particular pragmatic contexts
and syntactic placements are associated with particular ranges of variation in the phonetic shape
of eigenlijk. I have further suggested that in the case of two of the pragmatic contexts discussed,
the phonetic shape ofeigenlijkis ‘fitted’ to its phonetic context; that is, these pragmaticcontexts
appear to be associated with phonetic features which span entire TCUs or turns. The next section
discusses the phonological implications of these findings.

3. Towards an exemplar-based analysis

Given the wider phonetic patterns identified in Section2.4— in short, forms of the broad shapes
["PEixk] and ["PEik] occur in the middle of utterances that are overall fast, while forms of the
broad shape ["PEix�l�k] occur finally in utterances that are overall slow — one mightargue
that the variation in the phonetic shape ofeigenlijkcan be explained with reference to speech
rate and domain-final lengthening; this is whatKirchner (2001) does, for example. However,
if our aim is to represent the speakers’ knowledge of the patterns described here, this cannot
be considered a complete account: the influence of syntacticand pragmatic factors must be
represented at some level. In an exemplar-based approach, this level is that of the lexicon.

3.1. Syntax, pragmatics and categorisation

There are several reasons to hypothesise that syntactic andpragmatic factors of the type found in
this investigation play a role in the categorisation of lexical items in an exemplar-based frame-
work. With respect to the syntax, it is generally accepted that in speech perception, the incoming
signal is segmented into chunks which correspond to syntactic domains of various sizes; these
chunks are then matched against lexical representations. If parts of these domains are consis-
tently associated with particular phonetic patterns, suchas domain-final lenthening, it seems
plausible that this information is represented at the lexical level, since it speeds up the segmen-
tation and matching process (Pierrehumbert 2003).

With respect to the pragmatics, the pragmatic concepts referred to in the previous sec-
tion, such as dispreferred response, sequence closure and turn-finality constitute structural
units for turn-taking and sequence organisation in everyday interactive language use. Re-
search in the field of Conversation Analysis has shown that language users constantly moni-
tor and orient to this level of organisation in managing interaction (see e.g.Ochs et al. 1996,
Couper-Kuhlen & Selting 2001). For example, the TCUs witheigenlijk that abandon an activ-
ity pursued over multiple turns are typically followed immediately by a co-participant’s turn
initiating topic change. The TCUs that are part of a dispreferred response, on the other hand,
are often followed by further talk on the same topic. With reference to turn-finality, participants
generally manage to time the starts of their speaking turns very precisely in relation to the co-
participants’ prior turns, to the extent that long breaks between turns are relatively uncommon
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and turns frequently start just before the end of the prior. Moreover, speakers may manipulate
these features to prevent turn transition from occurring inthe construction of multi-unit turns
(Local & Walker 2004).

Furthermore, patterns such as those identified in the previous section are recurrent. In an
exemplar-based approach, the categorisation of phonetic forms depends crucially on recurrent
experience of particular associations between phonetic form and information at some other
level. For example, patterns of allophonic variation lead to robust categorisation, since the evi-
dence for such patterns — that is, for associations between segmental features and, for example,
syllable structure — is highly recurrent, and an orientation to these patterns facilitates the pars-
ing of the signal (Lindblom 1992, Pierrehumbert 2003). Recent work reported, for example,
in Couper-Kuhlen & Ford(2004), has established a variety of recurrent associations between
phonetic events and the sequential organisation of talk-in-interaction. The combination of re-
currence and demonstrable participant orientation to the features involved constitutes empirical
evidence for phonological categorisation in an exemplar-based approach.

Finally, in the case ofeigenlijk, the occurrence of the word is itself associated with a par-
ticular range of pragmatic contexts, in a way thattheor Johnare not. As a ‘discourse marker’,
eigenlijkhas a relational function, and as such it focusses attentionon the particular pragmatic
context it occurs in in a given instance. When for an item of this type, phonetic patterns can be
associated with pragmatic information, an analysis in terms of lexical categorisation is particu-
larly plausible.

3.2. Word-level representation

If we accept that the patterns identified in Section2 are to be accounted for in terms of the
lexical representation ofeigenlijk, how can we conceptualise this representation?

A useful way of looking at an exemplar model of representation is in terms of a multi-
dimensional perceptual map (Pierrehumbert 2002). Bivariate scattergrams such as F1–F2 vowel
plots are two-dimensional examples of such a map. A vowel plot typically contains points relat-
ing to single tokens, organised into sets with category labels, referring for example to phonemes.
An example is given in Figure7. Here the circles represent statistical distributions of observed
tokens, and the labels indicate what type of category the tokens are exemplars of — in this case
phonemic categories. Under this view, exemplars can be defined as locations on the perceptual
map, associated with labels according to their proximity toand shared behaviour with other
exemplars.

Staying with phonemic categories for ease of exposition, inthis framework ‘phonemes are
sets of phonetically similar variants, and . . . these variants are clustered in groups, such that
what we analyse as allophones constitute salient contextually determined prototypes’ (Bybee
2001:53). Figure8 represents an exemplar set associated with the phonemic category /l/. Again,
the circle encompasses a statistical distribution of observed tokens associated with the category
/l/ — i.e. a range of remembered laterals. Let us assume that these variants are organised in such
a way that ‘dark’ variants are on the left of the set and ‘clear’ ones on the right, for example
with reference to F2 values. In many varieties of English, aswell as Dutch, ‘clear’ and ‘dark’
laterals are distributed differently: ‘clear’ laterals are associated with syllable onsets and ‘dark’
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Figure 7: A two-dimensional map with category labels

laterals are associated with syllable codas. This pattern is represented in Figure8 in terms of
two labelled subsets of the set of exemplars associated with/l/.

Figure 8: Allophony in an exemplar-based phonology

It is important to note that the labels of these subsets are not phonetic descriptions, as in a tradi-
tional generative statement of allophony of the type /l/ → [ l&℄ / . . . . Rather, the labels are ‘func-
tional links to other levels of representation’ (Pierrehumbert 2001a:140) — in this caseONSET

andCODA refer to units of syllable structure, and /l/ refers to a term in an abstract (phonemic)
system of contrast. The relationship between label and exemplar set is one of association, not
derivation.6 In language production, phonological processing consistsof associating the most
highly specified set of exemplars with the various structural positions. In this case, if a syllable
coda is filled by /l/, the representation in Figure8 specifies that an exemplar is selected from
the set specifiedCODA rather than that specifiedONSET.7 In perception, matching an incoming

6This non-derivational approach to allophony is similar to that taken in Declarative Phonology, which treats
allophony as ‘the different interpretation of the same element in different structural contexts’ (Coleman 1998:178).

7Again parallels with Declarative Phonology — and ‘unification-based’ frameworks in general (see
Pollard & Sag 1994) — can be observed here: the procedure of matching structural units and exemplar sets in
building linguistic structures may well be formalisable asa unification procedure.
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lateral to remembered tokens on the map in Figure8 provides structural information — that is,
information about syllable structure — which facilitates parsing.

Let us now turn toeigenlijk. In Bybee’s usage-based phonology, the main units of lexical rep-
resentation are words and frequent phrases. Generalisations over smaller units, such as syllables
and phonemes are assumed to emerge from these word and phraserepresentations in language
acquisition, as they facilitate processing (seeLindblom 1992, Pierrehumbert 2003). Word-level
representations can be conceptualised in the same way as phoneme-level representations. First
consider Figure9, which represents the relations between the categories distinguished in Section
2. There is the morphosyntactic–semantic categoryeigenlijk; the three syntactic categories (of
placement in the turn)8 INITIAL , MEDIAL andFINAL ; and the three contextual, pragmatic cate-
goriesCONT, CLOS andDISP, which refer to sequences describing aCONTradiction or paradox,
TCUs marking theCLOSure of an extended turn or the abandonment of a multi-turn activity,
andDISPreferred-response sequences, respectively. The categoryeigenlijk is, of course, associ-
ated with all other categories. Figure9 further represents the observations that inDISPreferred-
response sequences,eigenlijkoccurs in all three syntactic positions, that this is the only one of
the three pragmatic contexts in whicheigenlijk occurs turn-finally, and that in TCUs marking
the CLOSure of an extended turn or the abandonment of a multi-turn activity, eigenlijk only
occurs in turn-medial position.

Figure 9: An exemplar-based representation ofeigenlijk: category network

In an exemplar-based model, each of the combinations of associated features can in principle be
associated with a set of exemplars. Figure10 represents the main patterns described in Section
2 in terms of sets of exemplars associated with the categoriesin Figure9. In Figure10, the big
circle represents a set of exemplars associated with the word-level categoryeigenlijk, organised
along multiple phonetic parameters. Assuming (arbitrarily) that in Figure10, highly reduced
forms of eigenlijk are on the lower right side of the circle and ‘canonical’ forms are on the
upper left side, the labels referring to pragmatic context and syntactic placement — here only
FINAL , for clarity — can be associated with partly overlapping subsets of the overall set of
exemplars ofeigenlijk. The size of the circle roughly reflects the range of the variation, and the
location reflects central tendency. For example, TCUs whichmark theCLOSure of an extended
turn or the abandonment of a multi-turn activity are associated with a relatively narrow range of
variation centred around highly reduced, monosyllabic forms ofeigenlijk, which also occur in
sequences describing aCONTradiction or paradox, but not frequently inDISPreferred responses.

8I leave the relation between placement in the clause and placement in the turn aside here.
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Figure 10: An exemplar-based representation ofeigenlijk: labelled exemplar sets

Again, in production the labels function as pointers to the most appropriate subset of exemplars
for a given word in a given context — syntactic, pragmatic or otherwise. In perception, match-
ing an incoming signal to stored exemplars, with reference to the phonetic parameters of the
perceptual map, also provides structural and contextual information through the labels associ-
ated with the map: in the case ofeigenlijk, when a form such as [Ek^] is perceived, it is likely
that in addition toeigenlijk, the labelsCLOS andCONT will be highly activated, butFINAL and
DISP will not.9

3.3. Beyond the word: specification paths and schemas

The representation in Figure10 is schematic and partial, but it gives some impression of how
a word-level representation may be conceptualised in an exemplar-based approach. The ques-
tion we need to address now is how the wider phonetic patternsof which eigenlijk has been
shown to be a part can be accounted for in this approach. To this end, let us return briefly to
the representation of allophony in Figure8. It will be clear that /l/ is not the only phonemic
category that is associated with exemplar sets labelledONSET and CODA: for example, aspi-
rated and unaspirated voiceless plosives will be distinguished in a similar fashion. In these
representations,ONSET andCODA can be seen as underspecified category labels; in the case of
Figure8 the full specification paths are /l/|ONSET and /l/|CODA, respectively.10 Thus, all cate-
gories with the terminal path /x/|ONSET together define the system of contrast associated with

9Experiments have shown that when faced with a ‘reduced’ form, listeners often report hearing segments
that are not apparently present in the signal; for example, when prompted, they report hearing /l/ in [Eixk]
(Ernestus et al. 2002, Kemps et al. 2004). On the face of it, this seems to provide evidence against the hypoth-
esis that citation forms have noa priori status. Space restrictions permit a full discussion of these findings, but one
way of accommodating them in an exemplar-based model is to hypothesise that in processing [Eixk] in analysis
tasks such as those used byErnestus et al.(2002) andKemps et al.(2004), the exemplar set of a word category is
activatedas a whole, with all of its associated phoneme labels, and that more highly specified subsets — e.g.DISP

in the case ofeigenlijk— are difficult to access out of context.
10The order of the category labels in the specification paths isimportant in a formal analysis, but does not matter

much here.
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the syllable onset, and all those with the terminal path /x/|CODA together define the coda sys-
tem. These systems of categories with shared specification paths allow for generalisations to be
made — for example, that aspiration is a feature commonly observed in syllable onsets, but not
in codas, while for velarisation the opposite pattern holds.11 According toBybee(2001), these
generalisations are stored in ‘schemas’ — ‘emergent generalizations over complex representa-
tions’ (Bybee 2001:39) — which exist alongside lexical representations and record associations
between category labels and phonetic features that are recurrent across multiple lexical repre-
sentations, such as the association between syllable onsetand aspiration. These schemas add
productivity to the model, in that they provide a template for the production of ‘new’ items —
in the case of aspiration, of consonants that have not been previously heard in onset position.

We can apply the same analysis to the representation ofeigenlijk: the labels of subsets are
underspecified; for example, the full specification path ofCLOS would beeigenlijk|CLOS. To-
gether, all exemplar sets labelledx|CLOS define the overall phonetic characteristics of TCUs
which mark the closing of an extended turn or the abandonmentof a multi-turn activity. Gen-
eralisations over these sets are stored in schemas. For example, it can be observed that claims
of lack of knowledge occur both in TCUs which mark the closingof an extended turn or the
abandonment of a multi-turn activity and in dispreferred responses. Phonetically, these are quite
different; they tend to be relatively reduced in the former,but relatively unreduced in the lat-
ter. If we assume that a phrase likeik weet (het) nietis a lexical unit (seeScheibman 2000), it
is likely that its representation is similar to that in Figure 10, with DISP andCLOS associated
with different subsets of the overall exemplar set. Together, eigenlijk|CLOS and ik weet (het)
niet|CLOS allow for a generalisation as to the areas of exemplar sets — and thus the sets of
phonetic parameters — with which this particular pragmaticcontext is associated. In turn, this
generalisation, recorded in a schema, allows any other words or phrases used in this context
to be associated with an appropriate phonetic form. The schema for the structureCLOS would
contain this phonetic generalisation, as well as the generalisations thateigenlijkand claims of
lack of knowledge routinely occur in this context; in other words, it would define a prototypical
form associated with this structure, based on the accumulated experience of actual exemplars.

4. Discussion

The analysis ofeigenlijkproposed in Section3 is admittedly sketchy, and various questions re-
main to be addressed. For example, what are the phonetic parameters along which exemplar sets
are organised?12 Exactly what kind of category is that labelledeigenlijk in Figure10? How can
we conceptualise the ‘schemas’ referred to in Section3.3? Is the representation ofeigenlijk the
same for all speakers? With respect to this last question, ina framework based on the notion that
the lexicon is shaped by experience, it must be assumed that each individual language user has a
unique lexicon. This raises a following question: if a speaker does not exhibit the full variation

11Again, parallels with Declarative Phonology are evident here: an exemplar-based framework fits well with
the ‘polysystemic’ declarative approach ofColeman(1998) andOgden(1999). SeeHawkins & Smith(2001) and
Hawkins(2003) for discussion.

12Closely related to this is the question of what constitutes phonetic similarity in this approach. SeeColeman
(2003) for an outline of a multi-parameter, spectral signal processing method that could help address this question.
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pattern described here foreigenlijk, but instead shows a preference for a particular form across
contexts in which other speakers show structured variation(as is the case for some speakers
in the present data set), does this mean this particular speaker’s lexical representation is less
complex, or does it mean that he does not exploit the complexity of his lexical representation
in production? After all, the categorisation of examplar sets facilitates perception, even if it is
ignored in production — and language users clearly store a lot of knowledge of sound patterns
that is used routinely in perception, but not so much in production: for example, knowledge of
regional or social accents other than their own. In general,the relationship between production
and perception is as yet ill-defined in the exemplar-based approach (cf.Docherty & Foulkes
2000).

These issues notwithstanding, the analysis has a number of promising features. To see these,
let us compare the analysis briefly to a previous analysis of the phonetics of the German coun-
terpart ofeigenlijk, eigentlich(Kohler 2001). After describing the range of variation associated
with eigentlichin the speech of a single speaker,Kohler (2001:8) asserts that

In view of this large variability produced by the same speaker it is inconceivable
from the point of view of a mental lexicon that these forms aredifferent lexicaliza-
tions for this speaker which he accesses under different situational and contextual
conditions. These forms must refer to the same lexical item in this speaker’s men-
tal lexicon, with phonetic adjustments under contextual and situational conditions,
and statistical variation within the degrees of freedom in the synchronization of the
articulatory components.

On the face of it, this assertion is incompatible with the analysis developed in this paper: on the
basis of psychological experiments such as those reported by Lachs et al.(2002), the exemplar-
based approach accepts the fundamental hypothesis that it is not inconceivable that different
variants are different lexical items. Still, on closer inspection the difference between the two
approaches is not so great. First, recall that in the analysis ofeigenlijk, the exemplar sets labelled
CONT, FINAL etc. are not completely separate: some of them overlap phonetically and all of
them are part of the overall set of exemplars ofeigenlijk — or in other words, all share the
structural specificationeigenlijk|x. In this sense, the variant formsdo refer to the same lexical
category at the word level; the difference with Kohler’s approach is that other lexical categories
‘intervene’. In a full analysis in Kohler’s approach these additional categories, such asCONT or
FINAL would of course be represented too, but at the level of phonetic implementation rather
than in the lexicon.

Second, recall that the exemplar-based approach assumes that exemplars are organised along
multiple phonetic parameters. Therefore, any lexical category associated with more than one
exemplar is in effect associated with a range of variation along multiple phonetic parameters,
rather than necessarily with single target forms. For example, given a representation of the
allophony of /l/ as in Figure8, the specification path /l/|ONSET points the user to a range of F2
values observed in tokens of this category. In articulatoryimplementation, this perceptual range
is translated into a range of gestural settings between which — in the absence of interacting
categories — variation is allowed.13 As such, these ranges of parameter settings correspond

13Pierrehumbert(2001a) implements this through random selection of exemplars from sets that are not further
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closely to Kohler’s ‘statistical variation within the degrees of freedom in the synchronization of
the articulatory components’. Again, what sets the two approaches apart is not what categories
are represented, butat what levelthey are represented: much of what in Kohler’s approach is
covered by phonetic implementation rules is covered by lexical representation in an exemplar-
based model.

As indicated in Section1.1, an exemplar-based model must incorporate a level of phonetic, at
which perceptual representations are translated into motor commands. In much previous work,
including that by Kohler, this level is a very complex one, atwhich general physiological con-
straints interact with highly detailed, language-specific, contextually motivated ones of the type
‘in contextx, implementy with featurez’ (cf. Keating 1996). In an exemplar-based model, on
the other hand, the level of phonetic — i.e. articulatory — implementation is relatively impov-
erished, containing only general physiological constraints: all context-bound regularities are
accounted for in terms of lexical representations and schemas that express generalisations over
these representations. The ‘automation’ effect of repeated production (Bybee 2001) and the no-
tion of effort minimisation (Lindblom 1990) are examples of such physiological constraints, in
the sense that these are general features of motor behaviour. Through shaping language pro-
duction, these features may affect the nature of lexical representations, but importantly, their
application is constrained by lexical representation, andthey play no role in theselectionof
target forms or ranges of variation.

For example, in the case ofeigenlijk, the occurrence of close to canonical forms in dispre-
ferred responses does not necessarily mean that in this context, speakers do not minimise ar-
ticulatory effort; rather, they minimise articulatory effort within the parameter ranges specified
in the lexical representation ofeigenlijk|DISP. Over time, this may result in shifting parameter
ranges, as in lenition and grammaticalisation processes (Pierrehumbert 2001b, Krug 2001), but
for any given speaker at any given time, the selection of these parameter ranges is indepen-
dent of any physiological notions. Thus, an exemplar-basedmodel incorporates functionalist
principles, but is compatible with the stance, taken byHale & Reiss(2000) andOhala(2005)
— against functionalist Optimality Theory accounts such asthat ofKirchner(2001)—that these
principles play no role in phonological,cognitivecomputation. From a methodological perspec-
tive, the central role of lexical categorisation in accounting for variation in an exemplar-based
approach means that in investigating reduction patterns, the level of phonetic implementation
is ‘the last resort, the place to house those patterns which cannot be systematized in any other
way’, asSimpson(2001:38) proposes.

Of course, the simplification of the procedure of phonetic implementation comes at the cost
of greatly increasing the complexity of the lexicon. However, as indicated in Section1, this
complexity is motivated by the need to account for the role offrequency in shaping linguis-
tic patterns, and the interactions between linguistic and extra-linguistic knowledge; and it has
provided valuable insights in areas in which traditional generative phonology and Optimality
Theory fall short, such as language development (Stemberger 1992, Pierrehumbert 2003) and di-
achronic change (Bybee 2002, Beckman & Pierrehumbert 2003). Moreover, it has already been
shown that an exemplar-based analysis of structured variation is relatively neutral with respect to
production vs. perception. A relatively impoverished phonetic implementation procedure keeps

categorised.
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it that way: it allows an incoming signal to be mapped onto lexical representations almost di-
rectly. In a framework such as Kohler’s, on the other hand, perception involves applying a very
complex phonetic implementation procedure ‘backwards’ toarrive at a representation that can
be matched with a lexical one — a process which may well require additional computational
machinery (seeJohnson 2003for discussion). Future research will need to show whether or not
the complexity of exemplar-based models is problematic from a computational and cognitive
perspective. So far, computational implementations suggest that the ‘head-filling-up problem’
attributed to exemplar-based models is more apparent than real (Johnson 1997, Kirchner 1999,
Pierrehumbert 2003). In order to make these implementations as realistic as possible, detailed
empirical work is needed on the categorisation of ranges of phonetic variation in actual language
use. This paper has been a contribution to this project.
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